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ABSTRACT: First-row metals have been a target for the
development of oxygen evolution reaction (OER) catalysts because
they comprise noncritical elements. We now report a comprehen-
sive electrochemical characterization of manganese oxide (MnOx)
over a wide pH range, and establish MnOx as a functionally stable
OER catalyst owing to self-healing, is derived from MnOx
redeposition that offsets catalyst dissolution during turnover. To
study this process in detail, the oxygen evolution mechanism of
MnOx was investigated electrokinetically over a pH range spanning
acidic, neutral, and alkaline conditions. In the alkaline pH regime, a ∼60 mV/decade Tafel slope and inverse first-order
dependence on proton concentration were observed, whereas the OER acidic pH regime exhibited a quasi-infinite Tafel slope
and zeroth-order dependence on proton concentration. The results reflect two competing mechanisms: a one-electron one-
proton PCET pathway that is dominant under alkaline conditions and a Mn3+ disproportionation process, which predominates
under acidic conditions. Reconciling the rate laws of these two OER pathways with that of MnOx electrodeposition elucidates
the self-healing characteristics of these catalyst films. The intersection of the kinetic profile of deposition and that of water
oxidation as a function of pH defines the region of kinetic stability for MnOx and importantly establishes that a non-noble metal
oxide OER catalyst may be operated in acid by exploiting a self-healing process.

1. INTRODUCTION

Solar-driven electrochemical splitting of water to hydrogen and
oxygen affords a method to store renewable energy in the form
of energy-dense chemical fuels on a scale commensurate with
future global energy requirements.1−6 Of the two half reactions
for water splitting, the oxygen evolution reaction (OER) is
more kinetically demanding because it requires the coupled
transfer of four protons and four electrons from two water
molecules7,8 to release one oxygen molecule.9,10 The most
active OER catalysts comprise “critical” elements that are
expensive and lack sufficient abundance to be utilized on a
global scale;5,11 performing OER with commensurate activity
by using noncritical elements remains a significant challenge.
Discovery paths to noncritical OER catalysts follow two
disparate approaches: “top−down” experimental and computa-
tional screening for mixed metal oxides12−15 and a “bottom−
up” experimental approach focused on defining the structure
and mechanism of unary metal oxides to guide catalyst
discovery.16,17 Adopting the latter methodology with knowl-
edge of the rate laws for catalyst formation (including
nucleation and steady-state growth) and turnover, we have
shown that conditions may be chosen to achieve promising
oxygen evolution activity in neutral and near neutral pH
electrolytes by exploiting the self-healing ability of catalysts.18,19

Our ability to operate OER catalysts at neutral and near
neutral pH electrolytes has enabled our construction of buried
junction devices (e.g., the artificial leaf) from noncritical

materials.20,21 To attain appreciable solar-to-fuels efficiencies,
the combination of PV, catalyst, and electrolyte requires precise
optimization. As described with equivalent circuit analysis,22 the
j−V curves of the PV material and catalyst must be matched for
maximizing operating power. Moreover, the stability of
different photovoltaic materials vary in different pH regimes
and thus provides an imperative to further extend the operation
of OER catalysts over wider pH ranges, from basic and neutral
to acidic pH regimes. For example, silicon is quickly passivated
to silicon dioxide in alkaline media, which necessitates the use
of catalysts that are stable in low to moderate pH electrolytes if
the catalyst is to be directly integrated with silicon. Late first-
row transition metal oxides, such as the Co−OEC,23,24 Ni−
OEC,25,26 and more conventional “basic” oxides (e.g., from
groups I and II elements),16,17 are not stable in acidic
conditions where such catalysts are known to corrode quickly.
In contrast, early first-row transition metal oxides are resistant
to corrosion in acidic environments and indeed have been used
to passivate other more susceptible metal surfaces.27 Thus, we
turned our attention to defining activity profiles of early
transition metal oxides and, in particular, to an electrodeposited
manganese oxide catalyst (henceforth denoted MnOx).
Manganese oxide-based materials have been examined
extensively in neutral and basic solutions.28−40 However, the
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OER activity of manganese oxides has garnered less attention in
acidic pH regimes.41−47 We now extend the understanding of
oxidic manganese OER catalysts by elucidating the mechanism
of MnOx under a wide pH range with detailed electrokinetics
measurements. Tafel and reaction order analysis suggest two
distinct OER pathways for MnOx: one prevalent in acidic and
the other in alkaline electrolyte conditions. The rate laws of
these water oxidation mechanisms are unified with that of
catalyst deposition to elucidate the functional stability of MnOx
films during OER catalysis, thus enabling us to predict and
quantify the self-healing nature of MnOx in acid, a pH regime
that hitherto has remained largely undefined for OER catalysts
comprising noncritical elements. From this knowledge, we
show that a metal oxide OER catalyst may operate with facility
in acid, a realm previously dominated by oxides of iridium and
ruthenium.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Materials. MnCl2·4H2O (99.995% trace metals basis, Strem),

KOH (88%, Macron), and KNO3 (99.0−100.5%, Macron) were used
as received. Methylphosphonic acid (98%, Aldrich) was recrystallized
twice from boiling acetonitrile (HPLC grade, Aldrich). Phosphoric
acid (85 wt % in H2O, 99.99% trace metals basis, Aldrich) was used as
received. Type I water (EMD Millipore, 18.2 MΩ cm resistivity) was
exclusively used to rinse electrodes and glassware as well as to prepare
solutions.
2.2. Solution Preparation. Mn2+-free solutions of phosphate (Pi)

were prepared by diluting stock phosphoric acid (85 wt % in H2O,
∼14.6 M) with reagent water. Additional KNO3 was added to maintain
the ionic strength (μ) of the solution at ∼2 M, which mitigated diffuse
double layer effects.48 Solution pH was adjusted by adding pellets of
solid KOH and aliquots of concentrated KOH while monitoring with a
pH meter (VWR).
2.3. General Electrochemical Methods. All electrochemical

experiments were conducted using a CH Instruments 760D
bipotentiostat, a BASi Ag/AgCl reference electrode (filled with
saturated KCl), and a Pt-mesh counterelectrode. All measurements
were performed using a three-electrode electrochemical cell with a
porous glass frit separating the working and auxiliary compartments.
Glassware and cells were cleaned by soaking in aqua regia and rinsing
with reagent water. All procedures were performed at ambient
temperature (23 ± 1 °C), and electrode potentials were converted to
the NHE scale using E(HE) = E(Ag/AgCl) + 0.197 V. All
overpotentials for the oxygen evolution reaction (OER) from H2O
were computed using η = E(NHE) − 0.059 V × pH.
Unless otherwise specified, OER studies employed working

electrodes of fluorine-doped, tin oxide-coated glass (FTO) with 7
Ω/sq surface resistivity (TEC-7) purchased as precut 1 cm × 2.5 cm
pieces from Hartford Glass. FTO slides were sonicated in acetone and
rinsed with reagent water prior to use. A 1 cm2 electrode area was
created by using a 0.5 cm wide strip of Scotch tape as a mask. Rotating
disk electrode (RDE) experiments employed a Pine Instruments MSR
rotator with a 0.196 cm2 Pt-disk rotating electrode, polished to mirror
shine with 0.05 μm alumina (CH Instruments) and cycled ∼50 times
at 300 mV/s from −0.2 to 1.5 V in 0.5 M H2SO4 (99.999% trace
metals basis, Aldrich) before each experiment.
2.4. Film Preparation. MnOx catalyst films were prepared by

controlled-potential electrolysis of solutions containing 0.5 mM Mn2+

and 50 mM methylphosphonate (MePi) at pH 8.0. These solutions
remained clear over the course of all depositions. A FTO-coated glass
slide was masked to 1 cm2 and immersed in the quiescent solution. A
constant potential of 0.537 V was applied to the electrode with
automatic iR compensation until the total charge passed reached the
desired loading of catalyst. For example, a 6 mC/cm2 loading required
∼700 s of deposition time. Following deposition, films were immersed
in reagent water to remove any trace Mn2+ and MePi remaining from
solution. The films were prevented from drying by quickly transferring
them to a Mn2+-free solution for subsequent experiments.

2.5. Determination of Faradaic Efficiency. A fluorescence-
based O2 sensor (Ocean Optics) was employed to determine the
Faradaic efficiency of oxygen evolution on MnOx. The total charge
passed and the amount of O2 detected by the sensor over time was
recorded and is plotted in Figure S1 in the Supporting Information
(SI). The experimental setup employed a custom-built, two-compart-
ment, gastight electrochemical cell with a 14/20 port on each
compartment and a Schlenk connection with a Teflon valve on the
working compartment. One compartment contained a Pt mesh
auxiliary electrode, and the other compartment contained the working
and Ag/AgCl reference electrodes. The working electrode consisted of
a 10 mC/cm2 MnOx film electrodeposited on an FTO plate masked
with Scotch tape to a 21.5 cm2 area. The film was operated at 0.3 mA
in 0.10 M Pi with 1.75 M KNO3 electrolyte solution at pH 2.5, 7.0, and
12.0. Prior to measurements, the solution was degassed by bubbling
with high purity Ar for 2 h with vigorous stirring. The 14/20 port of
the working compartment was fitted with a FOXY OR125-73 mm O2
sensing probe connected to a multi-frequency phase fluorometer. The
phase shift of the O2 sensor on the FOXY probe was recorded at 2 s
intervals and then converted into the partial pressure of O2 in the
headspace using a two-point calibration curve (air, 20.9% O2; and high
purity Ar, 0% O2). Because the amount of dissolved O2 was small
compared to the amount of generated O2, no correction of the partial
pressures by Henry’s law was performed. These pressures were
converted using the ideal gas law into O2 concentration and compared
to the theoretical yield of O2, calculated by dividing the charge passed
by 4F.

2.6. Electron Microscopy. Field emission scanning electron
microscopy (FESEM) was performed on a 100 mC/cm2 MnOx film
electrodeposited on FTO (Figure S4 in the SI). The FESEM
instrument (Zeiss Supra55VP) was operated at a beam voltage of 15.0
kV and at a working distance of ∼11 mm with a 30 μm aperture.
InLens was used as the detector.

2.7. Tafel Data Collection. The current−voltage (Tafel)
properties of the catalyst film in the region of oxygen evolution
were measured by controlled potential electrolysis of 6 mC/cm2

MnOx films in stirred Mn2+-free solutions of 0.10 M Pi buffer in
acidic (pH 1.0−3.5, Figure S2a in the SI), neutral (pH 5.5−8.5, Figure
S2b in the SI), and alkaline (pH 11.35−13.30, Figure S2c in the SI)
regimes. All solutions contained 1.73 M KNO3 supporting electrolyte
to achieve a high μ. The steady-state OER current density (j) was
determined as a function of the applied overpotential (η) for freshly
prepared 6 mC/cm2 MnOx (a summary of the plots is shown in Figure
1). The solution was stirred at ∼600 rpm with a Teflon stir bar, and
Tafel data were collected by adjusting the electrode potential from
high to low values, in fixed mV decrements, across the linear Tafel

Figure 1. Tafel plots of the OER on 6 mC/cm2 MnOx operating in
0.10 M Pi and 1.73 M KNO3 at low pH 2.5 (red, ●); intermediate pH
5.5 (orange, ■), 6.0 (yellow, ◆), 6.5 (green, ▲), 7.0 (light blue, ▼),
7.5 (blue, ●), 8.0 (dark blue, ■), and 8.5 (purple, ◆); and high pH
12.0 (magenta, ▲). The overpotential (η) was used instead of E so
that plots at different pHs could be displayed on the same scale.
Intermediate pH plots have slopes that vary from 153 to 105 mV/
decade, centered around 127 mV/decade at pH 7.0. The accessible
range of potentials (and current densities) was restricted by corrosion
at high potentials in some electrolyte conditions.
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region. At each potential, data were collected for 60−90 s such that
steady-state current density was reached. To minimize any
pseudocapacitance, the highest potential (first point in the sweep)
was held for 30 min. Solution resistance was measured prior to data
collection and automatically compensated. Tafel data collected in
succession using the same and different electrodes exhibited good
reproducibility and were not dependent on the direction of the
potential scan. Performing the same experiments on blank FTO
electrodes yielded current densities at least 1 order of magnitude lower
than for FTO electrodes coated with a MnOx film, demonstrating low
background contribution. Because the concentration of water is ∼55
M and well-buffered solutions were used, it was possible to collect
activation-controlled current density without the necessity of using a
rotating disk electrode (RDE) and attendant Koutecky−́Levich (K−L)
analysis. Nonetheless, control experiments comparing the Tafel slopes
for plots collected on stirred solutions, using a RDE at 2500 rpm, and
RDE coupled to K−L analysis established that stirring the solution
with a stir bar at ∼600 rpm was sufficient to mitigate mass transport
effects (Figure S8 in the SI). Film loading studies were performed on
MnOx films of varying thicknesses by constant potential deposition on
FTO, as described above, with passage of 0.5−500 mC/cm2 charge
and transferred to the Mn2+-free electrolyte without drying (Figure S3
in the SI).
2.8. Phosphate Concentration Dependence. The dependence

of Pi concentration on OER activity at pH 2.5, 7.0, and 12.5 was
examined by recording Tafel plots on 6 mC/cm2 MnOx films in stirred
solutions at fixed pH of varying [Pi]: 2.5, 15.9, 100.0, and 631.0 mM at
pH 2.5; 2.5, 6.3, 15.9, 39.9, 100.0, 251.2, and 631.0 mM at pH 7.0; and

2.5, 15.9, 39.8, 100.0, and 251.2 mM at pH 12.5 (Figure S5 in the SI).
All solutions included KNO3 to maintain a constant μ = 2.0 M so that
the pKa’s of phosphoric acid could be accurately established. The data
were interpolated at potentials from 1.467 to 1.647 V, incrementing by
30 mV at pH 2.5; 0.960 to 1.040 V, incrementing by 10 mV at pH 7.0;
and 0.777 to 0.867 V, incrementing by 15 mV at pH 12.5, by slicing
horizontally across the linear Tafel plots, to yield the dependence of
activation current density (jac) on [Pi] (Figure 2).

A fixed ionic strength μ = 2 M was required to reliably prepare
solutions of known [Pi]. Equilibrium constants were determined for μ
= 2 M with KNO3 as a supporting electrolyte. The reported pKa’s for
phosphoric acid are 2.148, 7.198, and 12.375 at 25 °C.49−51 An
adjusted pKa for Pi was calculated using specific ion interaction theory
(SIT),52 as implemented in the program Ionic Strength Corrections using
Specif ic Interaction Theory (v 2.0);53 the cation SIT parameter for H+

(0.07) and the anion SIT parameters for H2PO4
2− (−0.14), HPO4

2−

(−0.10), and PO4
3− (−0.09 with a complex SIT parameter of −0.10)

furnished corrected pKa values of 1.582, 6.251, and 11.185 for
electrolytes at μ = 2 M. These pKa values were then used to calculate
the speciation of Pi at various concentrations and to determine the
amount of KNO3 required to achieve the target value of μ = 2 M.

2.9. pH Dependence. The dependence of OER activity on pH
was determined by constructing Tafel plots for MnOx films deposited
from 6 mC/cm2 in 0.10 M Pi and 1.73 M KNO3 solutions at pH values
spanning 1.0 to 3.5, incremented by 0.5 in acidic conditions; from pH
5.5 to 8.5, incremented by 0.5 in near-neutral conditions; and from pH
11.35 to 13.30, incremented by about 0.25 in alkaline conditions
(Figure S2 in the SI).

Figure 2. [Pi] dependence for the OER on MnOx (6 mC/cm2
films) operated over a wide pH range at (a) pH 2.5 for E = 1.467 (red, ●), 1.497

(orange, ■), 1.527 (light green, ◆), 1.557 (light blue ▲), 1.587 (dark blue ▼), 1.617 (purple ●), and 1.647 V (magenta ■); (b) pH 7.0 for E =
0.960 (red ●), 0.970 (orange ■), 0.980 (light green ◆), 0.990 (green ▲), 1.000 (blue green ▼), 1.010 (blue ●), 1.020 (dark blue ■), 1.030 (violet
◆), and 1.040 V (magenta ▲); and (c) pH 12.5 for E = 0.777 (red ●), 0.792 (orange ■), 0.807 (green ◆), 0.822 (light blue ▲), 0.837 (dark blue
▼), 0.852 (purple ●), and 0.867 V (magenta ■) with varying Pi concentrations from 2.5 to 631.0 mM. In all solutions, appropriate amounts of
KNO3 were added to achieve a total ionic strength of 2 M. Data were interpolated at fixed potentials from Tafel plots in Figure S5 in the SI. The
average slope in all three plots is zero.

Figure 3. pH dependence for the OER on MnOx (6 mC/cm2
films) operated in 0.10 M Pi and 1.73 M KNO3 at (a) acidic pH 1.0 to 3.5, at E =

1.447 (red ●), 1.467 (orange ■), 1.487 (green ◆), 1.507 (light blue ▲), 1.527 (dark blue ▼), 1.547 (purple ●), and 1.567 V (magenta ■); (b)
neutral pH 5.5 to 8.5, at log j = −6.10 (red ●), −5.95 (light green ■), −5.80 (green ◆), −5.65 (blue ▲), and −5.50 (magenta ▼); and (c) alkaline
pH 11.35 to 13.30, at log j = −6.4 (red ●), −6.0 (light green ■), −5.6 (green ◆), −5.2 (blue ▲), and −4.8 (magenta ▼). Data were interpolated at
fixed potentials in (a) and at constant current densities in (b) and (c) from Tafel data in Figure S2 in the SI. The average slope is (a) zero for proton
concentration dependence from pH 1.0 to 3.5; (b) −67.5 ± 1.7 mV/pH for E/pH from pH 5.5 to 8.5; and (c) −71.3 ± 1.4 mV/pH for E/pH from
pH 11.35 to 13.30.
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The data were interpolated for the acidic cases at fixed potentials of
1.447−1.567 V, in 20 mV increments. The resulting plot presents the
dependence of jac on proton concentration (Figure 3a). The
intermediate and alkaline pH cases were interpolated at values of
log(jac): −6.10 to −5.50, in increments of 0.05 at intermediate pH; and
−6.4 to −4.8, in 0.4 increments at alkaline pH, to yield the
dependence of applied potential on pH (b and c of Figure 3). The
slope of E vs. pH plots was multiplied by the negative reciprocal of the
Tafel slope to extract the reaction order in pH.
The pH dependence at intermediate pH was also explored by

potentiostatic titration of a 6 mC/cm2
film in 0.10 M Pi and 1.73 M

KNO3 solution. The electrode was operated at a constant potential of
1.30 V, and the steady-state current density (measured after operation
for ≥2 min at each pH) was recorded as the pH of the solution
(measured in situ) was raised in increments of about 0.25 pH units
using μL aliquots of 1 M KOH solution from pH 4 to pH 10. The plot
of steady-state current density as a function of pH (Figure S6 in the
SI) has a slope of 0.44 from pH 6 to 10. Below pH 6, the slope
gradually decreases to zero.
2.10. Catalyst Tracking. The kinetic stability of MnOx films was

evaluated by 31P NMR where high-spin Mn2+ induces paramagnetic
line broadening of the 31P NMR signal of phosphate. Chronopotenti-
ometry at 0 (open circuit) and 10 μA/cm2 was performed on 100 mC/
cm2 MnOx films immersed in rapidly stirred solutions of increasing
acidity: 0.10 M Pi with 1.90 M KNO3 at pH 2.0, 4 M phosphoric acid
at pH 0.1, and 4 M HCl with 0.10 M Pi at pH ∼−0.5. Aliquots of the
electrolyte solution were sampled every 15 min over the course of 1 h.
The Mn2+ concentration in each aliquot was quantified by measuring
the full-width at half-maximum (fwhm) of the 31P NMR signal for
inorganic phosphate in the electrolyte. The magnitude of the
broadening is directly proportional to the Mn2+ concentration. To
produce calibration curves (Figure S7 in the SI), small precalculated
microliter amounts of Mn2+ were added from a 0.5 mM stock to each
electrolyte solution examined, producing solutions of known Mn2+

concentrations from 0 to 40 μM, in increments of 10 μM. Since the
width of the 31P NMR signal was highly sensitive to instrumental
variables, data for the calibration curves were recorded immediately
prior to those for the experimental samples in all cases. The measured
concentrations were normalized against a fully dissolved 100 mC/cm2

film ([Mn2+] = 7.45 μM) to track the fractional dissolution of the film
over time (Figure 4).

3. RESULTS
MnOx films were prepared following procedures previously
described for MnOx catalyst deposition.54 FTO-coated glass
slides, with 1 cm2 working area, were polarized at a constant
potential of 0.54 V (vs NHE) in quiescent solutions containing
0.5 mM Mn2+ and 50 mM MePi at pH 8.0. Deposition times
varied, depending on the desired amount of catalyst deposited,

but default catalyst loadings were 6 mC/cm2 unless otherwise
specified.
Figure S1 in the SI shows the total charge passed and the

amount of O2 detected by a fluorescent-based O2 sensor. All
current passed during the OER can be attributed to O2
production. No degradation of the catalyst was detected,
indicating that the OER Faradaic efficiency of MnOx is unity.

3.1. Tafel Analysis. The Tafel behavior of the OER of
MnOx was measured by collecting steady-state current density
(j) as a function of the applied overpotential (η) in acidic,
neutral, and alkaline regimes of phosphate-buffered electrolyte
(Figures 1 and S2 in the SI). Tafel plots in all pH regimes were
reproducible under independent runs and were not dependent
on the direction of the potential scan, indicating that the films
were not altered during data collection. In acidic conditions, the
Tafel plots possessed high slopes, over a range of 365−851
mV/decade with an average slope of 653 ± 166 mV/decade
(Figure S2a in the SI). Under alkaline pH, the Tafel plots
displayed linearity over two decades of current density with an
average slope of 60.3 ± 2.9 mV/decade (Figure S2c in the SI).
In addition, the Tafel slope remained close to 60 mV/decade
over the entire alkaline pH range. At intermediate pHs, Tafel
plots had an average slope of 127.4 ± 20.0 mV/decade (Figure
S2b in the SI). Closer inspection revealed that the Tafel slopes
systematically decreased with increasing pH. For example, Tafel
slopes of 152.6, 119.9, and 104.9 mV/decade were observed for
pH 5.5, 7.0 and 8.5, respectively.
Thicker MnOx films exhibited greater activities than thinner

films, as evidenced by the monotonic shift of the Tafel plots to
higher current densities with increased catalyst loadings. These
data are shown in Figure S3 in the SI for films deposited with
passage of charge from 0.5 to 500 mC/cm2. Tafel slopes were
preserved over a wide range of film thicknesses, indicating that
the MnOx films are porous. This contention was supported by
SEM images of thick films, which exhibited disc-like features
(Figure S4 in the SI). Nonetheless, the activity of films thicker
than 32 mC/cm2 does not scale linearly with increased catalyst
loadings. This is consistent with intrinsic limitations associated
with proton−electron transport in porous OEC films.55 In
addition, upward bending of the Tafel plot occurred at high
catalyst loadings. For these reasons, subsequent studies focus
on the behavior of films deposited upon the passage of 6 mC/
cm2 under relatively well-buffered conditions, such that the
films behave, in effect, as active sites that are equally accessible
by an electric field from the electrode substrate, and may be
treated using conventional electrokinetics theory.

3.2. Reaction Order Analysis. The reaction order (ρ) of a
species at concentration ci may be determined from electro-
kinetic measurements when the concentration of all other
species (ck≠i) are held constant, and is given by

ρ =
∂
∂

=
∂
∂

≠ ≠

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

v
c

j
c

log
log

log
logi c i ck i k i (1)

where the rate of the reaction, v, is directly proportional to the
current density (j) driving the reaction.56 Consequently, the
reaction order of a species can be determined electrochemically
by the slope of a log j vs log [ci] plot at fixed potentials.
Tafel plots were collected at fixed pH while varying the

concentration of phosphate, [Pi], to delineate the phosphate
dependence of the OER activity of MnOx (Figure S5 in the SI).
Horizontal interpolation of the Tafel data at constant potentials
resulted in log j vs log [Pi] plots where the slope provided a

Figure 4. Percent of 100 mC/cm2 MnOx film dissolved as a function
of time (t) for application of 0 (blue, ■) and 10 (red, ●) μA/cm2

current density in (a) 0.10 M Pi with 1.90 M KNO3 solution at pH 2.0;
(b) 4 M phosphoric acid at pH 0.1; and (c) 4 M HCl with 0.10 M Pi at
pH −0.5. Lines are presented as guides.
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direct measure of Pi reaction order (Figure 2). The observed
current densities in Figure 2, in acidic, neutral, and alkaline pH
regimes, do not change appreciably over 2.5 magnitudes of [Pi],
indicating a zeroth-order dependence on [Pi].
Similarly, the pH dependence of oxygen evolution on MnOx

films was investigated by acquiring Tafel data over a pH range
at constant [Pi] (Figure S2 in the SI). At acidic pH, the OER
activity did not significantly change over four pH units. Indeed,
horizontal interpolation of the lower linear region (E < 1.6 V)
of the Tafel plots at fixed potentials, yielded a zeroth-order
dependence on proton concentration (Figure 3a) in acidic
conditions.
In the alkaline regime, the Tafel slopes are lower, owing to

the greater activity of MnOx in this pH range (Figure S2c in the
SI). Consequently, a single “horizontal” slice through all data
cannot encompass all Tafel plots. However, vertical inter-
polation of Tafel plots at fixed current densities yields the pH
dependence of the steady-state potential at constant current
density (∂E/∂pH)j. The reaction order in pH (ρpH) may then
be determined from the following partial derivative:56

ρ =
∂
∂

= − ∂
∂

∂
∂

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

j E E
j

log
pH pH

/
log

E j
pH

pH (2)

Thus, ρpH is furnished by dividing the negative of the slope of
the potential vs pH plot by the Tafel slope. Applying this
procedure to the data of Figure S2c in the SI by vertical
interpolation of the Tafel plots at fixed current densities
produces a potential vs pH plot with an average slope of −71.3
± 1.4 mV/pH (Figure 3c). Dividing by the average Tafel slope
furnishes a reaction order in pH of 1.2 ± 0.1. Therefore, oxygen
evolution by MnOx exhibits an inverse first-order dependence
on [H+] under alkaline conditions.
Applying the same procedure on data collected at

intermediate pH (Figure S2b in the SI), vertical interpolation
of the Tafel plots at fixed current densities resulted in a
potential vs pH plot with an average slope of −67.5 ± 1.7 mV/
pH (Figure 3b). Per eq 2, dividing by the negative of the
average Tafel slope yielded an apparent reaction order in pH of
0.5 ± 0.2, which implies an inverse half-order in [H+]. This
fractional pH dependence at intermediate pH was explored
further by potentiometric titration of the films from pH 6 to 10.
In the titration, the potential was held constant at 1.3 V while
the pH of the solution was slowly adjusted by increments of
∼0.05 units, which correspondingly caused an increase in
current density. The solution was stirred rapidly, and sufficient
time (1−5 min) was permitted for the current density to reach
a steady-state value. The resulting log j vs pH plot was linear
over four orders of pH; consequently, the slope of this plot
directly yields the pH reaction order (Figure S6 in the SI).
Consistent with the data of Figure 3b, a pH reaction order of
0.44 is obtained.
3.3. Film Dissolution Analysis. The kinetic stability of

MnOx films at low pH was evaluated by measuring the Mn2+-
induced paramagnetic line broadening of the 31P NMR peak for
inorganic phosphate. MnOx films exhibit high intrinsic stability
in intermediate and alkaline pH regimes; however, the
degradation rate of MnOx films increases for more acidic
solutions. Figure 4 shows the percent dissolution of MnOx
films over time in the presence and absence of applied current
(at fixed potential) at very acidic pHs (<2). Generally, films
held at open circuit were less stable and dissolved more quickly
than films operated at 10 μA/cm2. As Figure 4a demonstrates,

catalyst films operated in solutions of pH 2.0 were stable, and
negligible dissolution of the films was observed when operated
at 10 μA/cm2. Conversely, removal of applied potential (i.e., no
current) led to degradation of the film within an hour. Similarly,
electrolysis of MnOx in the pH 0.1 solution exhibited
significantly diminished dissolution compared to films held at
open circuit (Figure 4b). Only in 4 M HCl (pH approximately
−0.5) did the catalyst completely dissolve during operation of
the film (Figure 4c).

4. DISCUSSION
The Faradaic efficiency measurements of Figure S1 in the SI
establish that the observed current density originates solely
from the production of O2 by OER. To ensure that
electrokinetics measurements reliably and reproducibly reflect
this OER process, Tafel data must be collected for an
activation-controlled reaction at the electrode. A series of
experiments was performed to define the experimental
conditions that were appropriate for such an activation-
controlled OER process.
First, measured current densities must be unencumbered by

the mass-transport of reactant to and product from the
electrode. Whereas water is readily available as a reactant,
even in in quiescent solutions, the production of protons
resulting from OER can result in a local pH gradient, which can
convolute the collection of Tafel data. To minimize the
possibility of mass transport limitations associated with a pH
gradient, solutions were stirred during the collection of Tafel
data. To confirm that solutions were stirred sufficiently to
enable an activation-controlled current to be collected, a series
of Tafel plots were constructed for (i) MnOx on a stationary
FTO electrode immersed in a stirred (Teflon stir bar at 600
rpm) solution, (ii) MnOx on a Pt RDE rotated at 2500 rpm,
and (iii) MnOx on a Pt RDE at “infinite” rotational velocity as
ascertained from a Koutecky−́Levich (K−L) analysis (Figure
S8 in the SI). The Tafel slopes were similar (∼120 mV/decade
for Pi electrolyte at pH 7.0) and reproducible in all three cases.
These results indicate that Tafel data could be collected for
stirred solutions in an activation-controlled regime.
Second, capacitive contributions to the observed current

density must also be minimal for constructing accurate Tafel
plots of the OER process. Upon application of potential, the
first few seconds of measured current density that rapidly
decays can be ascribed to non-Faradaic current arising from the
charging of the double-layer capacitance. Accordingly, current
measurements were made in temporal domains beyond this
short time scale window. However, additional pesudocapacitive
effects over a longer time scale may arise from surface
adsorption, intercalation of electrolyte anions, and/or surface
structure changes.56 Therefore, to reach steady-state conditions:
(i) freshly deposited MnOx films were preanodized for at least
30 min in the same electrolyte used for subsequent Tafel
analysis, and (ii) current density was measured over 30 to 60 s
at each potential during Tafel data collection. The combination
of both procedures yielded reproducible current densities with
minimal capacitance contributions.
In addition, the Tafel behavior of MnOx films of varying

thickness was examined. MnOx films were deposited with
passage of charge ranging from 0.5 to 500 mC/cm2 and
operated in acidic and neutral Pi solutions (Figure S3 in the SI).
As expected, thicker films had greater activities, as evidenced by
the shift of the Tafel plot to higher current densities for
increased catalyst loadings. Furthermore, Tafel slopes remained
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the same over a wide range of film thicknesses (from 0.5 to 250
mC/cm2) for the same pH. These observations suggest that the
electrodeposited MnOx catalyst film is porous, as confirmed by
the observation of disc-like structures in the SEM images of a
thick film (Figure S4 in the SI). However, the increase in
activity did not scale linearly as a function of loading owing to a
limit that we have shown is intrinsic to such porous OEC films
where proton−electron/hole transport necessarily exists in
competition with the consumption of holes in catalytic
reactions.55 In materials such as these, an optimal/critical
thickness is reached where electrode activity reaches a plateau.
Therefore, thin films deposited with passage of 6 mC/cm2 were
selected for electrochemical measurements since they offered
sufficient film thickness while preserving linear Tafel slopes
across a wide potential range.
4.1. OER Rate Law in Alkaline Medium. The steady-state

water oxidation mechanism of MnOx was initially interrogated
using Tafel and reaction order plots at alkaline and acidic pH.
In alkaline conditions from pH 11.35 to 13.30, the OER on
MnOx exhibits average Tafel slopes of about 60 mV/decade
with low deviation, zeroth-order dependence on [Pi] (Figures
2c and S5c in the SI) and inverse first-order dependence on
[H+] (Figures 3c and S2c in the SI). The electrochemical rate
law for alkaline oxygen evolution on MnOx is

η η= = + −⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥j j

F
RT

Fk
F
RT

exp 4 [H ] expalkaline 0,b 0
1

(3)

where j0,b is the exchange current density, k0 is the
heterogeneous electrochemical rate constant at the reversible
potential with units of (mol M)/(s cm2), and 2.3 × RT/F
denotes the 59 mV/decade Tafel slope. A Tafel slope close to
59 mV/decade is consistent with a one-electron pre-equilibrium
preceding a turnover-limiting chemical step.56

Armed with the electrochemical rate law, a mechanistic
model for the OER on MnOx under alkaline pH may be
constructed with insights into catalyst resting state. Our work
on oxidic metal films indicated that edge sites are particularly
important for engendering catalysis.24,25,57,58 In particular, two
critical structural and chemical features of the resting state
involve the identity of the oxygen ligands and the oxidation
state of manganese at edge sites of MnOx in alkaline
conditions.
The nature of the manganese oxidation state is furnished by

prior coulometric measurements and XAS studies. Our
previous coulometry analysis indicates an average oxidation

state of +3.68 for Mn in MnOx;54 thus, manganese exists in
MnIII and MnIV formal oxidation states. This result is consistent
with the stoichiometric composition of MnO1.7−2.0 that defines
manganese dioxides.59 Recent in situ X-ray absorption (XAS)
and UV−vis spectroscopic studies also support the presence of
MnIII at the surface of active MnO2 catalyst films.

37−44 We thus
surmise that the resting state of MnOx consists of some MnIII,
in addition to MnIV, at edge sites. Ex situ XAS of MnO2 films
electrodeposited under conditions similar to those reported
here, at constant potential from aqueous solutions of Mn2+

buffered with acetate at pH 6, suggest that these films comprise
a pyrolusite material with a short-range structure that exhibits
birnessite-like edge-sharing Mn octahedra. The pyrolusite
polymorph of MnO2 has a point of zero charge (PZC) of
∼7.60−62 By definition, at electrolyte pH below the PZC, the
surface of the catalyst is positively charged and terminated
predominantly by protonated oxygen in the form of bound
water molecules and bridging hydroxyl groups. Above the PZC,
the surface is negatively charged and is more likely to consist of
terminal or bridging di-μ-oxo’s. Therefore, in the alkaline
regime from pH 11.35 to 13.30, the MnOx surface has partial
negative charge, implying a preponderance of terminal hydroxo
and oxo groups.
Figure 5 shows a model of MnOx in alkaline solution (blue

dashed box) that is consistent with the structural and chemical
characteristics of MnOx and the electrokinetics measurements.
In the resting state, MnIII−OH is converted to MnIVO via a
one-electron and one-proton PCET pre-equilibrium. This is
followed by the chemical turnover-limiting step (TLS), which is
likely O2 liberation from coupling two adjacent terminal oxygen
atoms. Such electrochemical behavior resembles that observed
for Co−OEC, which also exhibits a PCET pre-equilibrium from
a CoIII/IV resting state preceding a chemical TLS step to furnish
O2.

4.2. OER Rate Law in Acidic Medium. In acidic
conditions from pH 1.0 to 3.5, the Tafel plots exhibited a
high average slope of about 653 mV/decade, zeroth-order
dependence on [Pi] (Figures 2a and S5a in the SI), and zeroth-
order dependence on [H+] (Figures 3a and S2a in the SI).
Slopes much greater than 120 mV/decade are classified as
quasi-infinite and are consistent with an initial turnover-limiting
chemical step.56 The electrochemical rate law for acidic OER
on MnOx is then simply:

=j jacidic 0,a (4)

Figure 5. Proposed mechanism for the OER on MnOx in (left) acidic and (right) alkaline pH conditions. In the acidic regime, the resting state
composed of MnIII edge sites undergo turnover-limiting cross-site proton-coupled disproportionation to produce adjacent MnIV sites with terminal
oxos. These terminal oxos couple to release O2. In the alkaline regime, the mixed valent MnIII/IV resting state proceeds through a one-electron, one-
proton PCET to generate adjacent MnIVO sites. Similarly, these terminal oxos then couple in the turnover-limiting step to produce O2.
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where j0,a is the potential independent exchange current
density.
Possible chemical steps include O−O bond formation, O2

liberation, deprotonation of surface hydroxyls by water, or
disproportionation of surface Mn3+. However, assigning the
TLS to O−O bond formation or O2 liberation is unlikely
because both of these steps require that the resting state of the
catalyst surface is fully composed of reactive terminal MnIVO,
which is inconsistent with the observed average Mn oxidation
state, PZC of MnOx, and recent literature, all of which suggest
the presence of Mn3+ in active manganese oxide water oxidation
catalysts. Furthermore, in acidic conditions, bridging di-μ-
hydroxyl and terminal hydroxyl groupsnot terminal oxos
are favored, and thus OER formation would have to be
accompanied by PCET to the electrode, which cannot generally
be accommodated by an infinite Tafel slope.
Hence, the remaining possibilities are deprotonation of

surface hydroxyls by water and disproportionation of surface-
bound MnIII. Considering the former case, there are two
possible proton acceptors under acidic conditions: water and
adjacent MnIII−OH sites. Given that the pKa of H3O

+ is −1.763
and that of MnIII−OH2

+ (from manganite, for comparison) is
5.72,64 it is significantly more favorable to perform a surface
proton transfer to create adjacent MnIII−OH2

+ and MnIII−O−

groups, which are then poised to disproportionate. Indeed,
surface-bound Mn3+ oxides have a large equilibrium constant
for disproportionation under acidic conditions,65 as recently
observed by Takashima et al.38 However, on the surface, the
disproportionation is likely coupled with a cross-site proton
transfer which serves to limit the rate of the process due to the
inversion of pKa required to access MnIII−OH2

+ and MnIII−O−

intermediates. A similar mechanism is observed in Meyer’s
surface-bound polypyridyl Ru complexes where two adjacent
RuIII−OH undergo proton transfer and disproportionation to
form RuII−OH2 and RuIVO species.66 Thus, assigning the
TLS to a cross-site proton-coupled disproportionation is
consistent with the observed Tafel and reaction order data in
acidic electrolytes. Figure 5 (red dashed box) illustrates this
model where four MnIII−OH sites disproportionate to two
MnII−OH2 and two MnIVO species. The adjacent MnIVO
sites may then couple terminal oxos and liberate O2. Four
adjacent MnIII sites are needed to generate two neighboring
MnIV sites. The likelihood of sampling a reaction coordinate
possessing four contiguous MnIII sites is likely to be small, and
thus accounts for the low activity of MnOx in acidic solution.
4.3. OER Rate Law in Intermediate pH Medium. In

neutral conditions at pH 7.0, MnOx displayed an average slope
near 120 mV/decade (Figures 1 and S2b in the SI). Although
this slope is characteristic of a first-step, turnover-limiting,
electron transfer,56 in this case, the Tafel slope varies
systematically over the intermediate pH range from 153 mV/
decade (at pH 5.5) to 105 mV/decade (at pH 8.5) and is
observed over a narrow range of current density. That is, the
105−150 mV/decade Tafel slopes do not reflect the kinetics of
a single mechanism at pH 7 but rather are consistent with a
narrow regime displaying mixed-control by two reaction
pathways. Thus, Langmuir conditions cannot be assumed.56

Indeed, the catalyst films exhibit approximately inverse half-
order fractional dependence on proton concentration (Figure
3b), which would result from the combination of zeroth-order
[H+] dependence at acidic pH and inverse first-order [H+]
dependence at alkaline pH. These observations suggest that, at
intermediate pH, there are two primary competing pathways:

(i) in acidic conditions, a disproportionation mechanism with
zeroth-order dependence on proton concentration, and (ii) at
alkaline pH, a one-electron, one-proton PCET mechanism. In
this model, the pH of the electrolyte modulates the
contribution of each mechanism. Assuming a surface-bound
Mn3+ disproportionation reaction described in Figure 5, the
propensity for the reaction to occur diminishes exponentially as
pH increases. Thus, in alkaline conditions, there is no
contribution from the disproportionation mechanism, while
in the acidic regime, disproportionation is the dominant
pathway. Our results are consistent with a similar conclusion
reached by Takashima et al. where MnIII is stabilized in alkaline
electrolyte but disproportionate readily in acidic conditions.41,44

An emerging trend establishes that OER is enhanced in
manganese oxides when Mn3+ is introduced through voltage
cycling protocols28,31,35,37 or via chemical synthesis.29,38,39,47

These studies reinforce the important role that Mn3+ plays in
facilitating OER.

4.4. Stability and Self-Healing. The stability of MnOx
and other metal oxide materials is generally considered within
the context of the intrinsic thermodynamic and kinetics
properties of the catalyst itself. Generally, the dissolution of
metal ions from oxide materials correlates with ligand
substitution rates in metal aquo complexes,67 where the rate
is dominated by the electron count of the metal in a given
ligand field, most notably octahedral or pseudo-octahedral for
metal oxide catalysts. Population of electrons in metal
antibonding orbitals, especially in the eg* set, diminish the
metal−ligand bond order and promote substitutional labil-
ity.9,68 Analogously in metal oxides, where both the t2g* and eg*
orbitals of a local metal center are antibonding, increased d-
electron counts and high-spin electron configurations weaken
the metal−oxygen framework and lead to more facile oxide
degradation. Thus, early first-row transition metal oxides, such
as MnOx, are more intrinsically stable in contact with acids
than are late first-row metal oxides with higher d-electron
counts.
Notwithstanding, most metal oxides are also unstable under

the conditions of OER. The four-electron chemistry of OER
causes metals to cycle through a range of oxidation states. In
the mechanism outlined in Figure 5, Mn2+ is attendant to O2
evolution; the high-spin d5 nature of Mn2+ imparts to it
exceptional substitutional lability and accelerates the dissolution
of the catalyst film. These electronic configurations are
augmented by acid−base chemistry. In the case of oxides,
acidic pH regimes are especially deleterious to catalyst stability.
For these reasons, MnOx naturally leaches into solution in
acidic electrolytes and during OER, as established by 31P NMR
line broadening experiments.
Though intrinsically unstable, MnOx and more generally,

other anodically electrodeposited metal oxide films, may be
functionally stable if a self-healing mechanism is introduced as
part of the catalytic cycle. As long as MnOx deposition occurs
at potentials below those required for OER, the films will
remain stable through self-repair owing to the reoxidation of
manganese ions in solution. A similar self-healing process has
been recently inferred by Casey and Britt47 during OER for
manganese oxide in the presence of a chemical oxidant.
To better visualize the relation between deposition and OER

kinetics processes, Tafel plots derived for growth and oxygen
evolution on MnOx were combined and reformulated in terms
of a single potential (E) vs pH plot (Figure 6). This plot
incorporates the inverse first- and zeroth-order dependence on
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[H+] for the OER in the alkaline and acidic regimes,
respectively, and the inverse fourth-order dependence on
[H+] for MnOx deposition near-neutral54 to acidic69 pH. The
difference in proton order between deposition and oxygen
evolution on MnOx results in the deposition potential rising
faster than the OER potential as pH is lowered (for the same
current density). Eventually, the two traces cross and mark the
point where film repair can no longer keep pace with film
degradation during the OER process. As indicated in Figure 6,
this crossover emerges near pH 0 and provides a prediction of
where self-healing ceases and net film dissolution manifests.
To test our prediction and quantify functional stability, film

dissolution was examined with Mn2+-induced paramagnetic line
broadening of the 31P NMR peak for inorganic phosphate in
acidic solutions at pH 2.0, 0.1, and −0.5 (Figure 4). The
catalyst displayed characteristics of both intrinsic and functional
kinetic stability. The intrinsic stability prevented complete
dissolution of the film even at pH 2.0 in the absence of applied
current (Figure 4a). Additional stabilization of MnOx was
obtained by self-healing the catalyst films and was exemplified
by the significantly slower rate of dissolution and diminished
overall percent dissolution for the system under operation in 4
M phosphoric acid (pH ≈ 0.1) compared to films held at open
circuit (Figure 4b). However, it is only in 4 M HCl with a pH
of approximately −0.5 that the operating catalyst films could
finally no longer be stabilized and decayed with rate similar to
those at open circuit with film dissolution (Figure 4c). These
observations concur with the predictions of Figure 6.

5. CONCLUSION
Electrokinetic experiments on electrodeposited MnOx films
were performed over a wide pH range (in acidic, neutral, and
alkaline Pi electrolytes) and revealed two competing mecha-
nisms. In acidic conditions, a quasi-infinite Tafel slope and lack
of proton dependence in the rate law indicated an initial
chemical TLS that was assigned to surface Mn3+ disproportio-
nation. At alkaline pH, an average Tafel slope of approximately
60 mV/decade contributed to a rate law concordant with a one-
electron, one-proton PCET equilibrium preceding a turnover-
limiting chemical step. At neutral pH, competition between
these two mechanisms resulted in a half-order dependence on
proton concentration and Tafel slopes that are intermediate to
those observed for the limiting acidic and alkaline regimes.

A key feature that differentiates MnOx from other electro-
deposited, late first-row transition metal oxides is its higher
intrinsic and functional kinetic stability in acidic electrolytes.
Although MnOx is not as catalytically active for OER as late
metal oxidic films, such as Co−OEC and Ni−OEC, it is able to
perform OER in very acidic environments owing to the
increased inertness of MnOx and its ability to maintain self-
healing for electrolytes with pH greater than zero. Our results
show that self-healing may be predictably quantified by
acquiring mechanistic knowledge of the interplay between
OER and deposition electrokinetics, and thus self-healing may
be incorporated as a general design principle in catalysis
development, especially in expanding the operational range of
OER catalysts.
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